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I , InLr oductioii

Standard bis? bang cosmology incorporates Hie theory of big

bany nucleosynthesis as one of its important cornerstones. Any

hypothetical phenomenon, piedicted as cosmological consequence of

particle theory and influencing the predicted primordial chemical

composition, may be severely constrained by t.he observad light

element abundances, In this context, Light element abundances may

be viewed as a sensitive tool to probe the existence of

hypothetical physical phenomena in early Universe.

Decays of metastabLe particles, evaporation of primordial

blach hoies ( PBI-l i , Fragmentation of cosmic sliings into small

loops (Khlopov, Chechetkin, 1987) with successive decay of such loops

on high energy particles are the sources of hacfronic,

electromagnetic and neutrino cascades of particles with energies,

exceeding greatLy rfe mean thermal energy of equilibrium

particles on radiation doinj nance I.RD) stage, these processes are

also the sources of considerable amount of species, equilibrium

concentration of which is negligible. The examples of the latter

case are the sources of antiprotons in the baryon asymmetric

Universe at t 10 -5 or the sources of positrons after the first

10 s of expansion. It is evident, that the physical conditions on

the RD stage should change in the presence of hypothetical

sources of inequiIibrium particles. Moreover, the example of p He

annihilation has demonstrated, that the astrophysical data are

much more sensitive to inequilibrium effects on the RD stage,

r.han to the effects, reducing to the shift of the parameters of

the t. }>e i inody naini c equi 1 ibr ium on that stage. Ir is the aim of the

present paper to elaborate the framework for the possible effects

uf nucleosynthesis by inequiIibi ium particles on the RD stage.

Based on such an analysis the sensitivity of the as trophysical

data to the presence of the sources of inequi 1 ibr ium par tides in

the ear ly Universe can be studied, thus providing an effective

tool to probe cosmological effects of syperMght energy physics



2. tnequillbrium particles and cosmological nucleosynthesis.

Consider the succession of the processes, induced by the

souice of inequilibrium particles. Elementary particles (quarks,

leptons, photons, gluons,..) <trs the primary products of sued a

source, e.g., massive particle decays or PBH evaporation. Hie

souice of syperhight energy particles can have massive particles,

e.g w a.id l bosons, among its products. Successive decays of

unstable particles and Fragmentation of q.q and gluons onto

hadrons reduce the net output of the source to the fluxes of

inequilibiium w,t,% e ,N,H. [n the conditions of the Universe on

the Rd stage after the 1st sec of expansion all the other

particles decay before their interaction with plasma and

radiation t*kes place. The interaction of energetic inequilibrium

particles with the equilibrium particles decelerate the

inequiIibrium particles. Provided that the source may be

considered as a stationary one, the stationary spectrum of

inequilibrium particles is formed as a result of the emission of

particles by the source and of the interaction of emitted

particles with the medium.

Interaction of fluxes of inequilibrium particles with nuclei

the products of big bang nucleosynthesis - results in the

fluxes of inequilibrium secondary nuclei, whose deceleration in

plasma is accompanied by reactions with equilibrium nuclei. The

analysis of the results of the chain of nuclear transformations,

induced by the fluxes of inequilib) ium particles depending on the

parameters of their source, is the subject of the theory of

inequiIibrium cosmological nucleosynthesis.

Iho two physically distinct cases of the sources of

inequilibrium particles in the Universe are of interest. The data

on the spectium of the thermal background put upper limit on the

possible energy release 6c at t • 10 s, fie <. 10 E where E is

energy density of the relic radiation. So in this period the

sources of inequilibrium particles cannot dominate in the

Universe and the existence of these sources practically does not

influence the law of cosmological expansion, except foe pure

sources of weakly interacting particles, pure sources of

neutrino, for example. I he sources of 5 tiequi Libr ium particles,

giving negligible contribution into the cosmological density,

will be called weak sources.

At t v 10*3 the density of plasma is sufficiently high foi

effective transformation of the energy of inequilibrium pai Metes

siiiii formation of the Plant' spectrum of radiation. The value of 6L

may exceed the value Qf £ in this period, what implies Mie

change of the law of expansion in the period, when inequilibrium

particles appear in the Universe. So, strong sources of

Lnequilibrium particles may, in principle, exist in the Universe

at t - LO*s. The presence of these sources changes drastically the

standard picture of big band nucleosynthesis. It influences both

on the thermodynamic conditions for nuclear reactions between the

equilibrium particles and on the kinetics of the ones, induced by

inequilibrium particles.

Unstable primordial gravitinos are the example of the weak

source of inequilibrium particles. Unstable massive * neutrinos

are the example of strong source of inequilibiium particles.

Let's come to quantitative description of inequilibrium

cosmological nucleosynthesis. For simplicity we shall consider

the case of uniformly distributed sources of inequilibrium

particles in the Universe. Such an approach is valid, when the

inhomogenei ty of the distribution of the sources is significant

at the scales, much smaller than the scale of the modern

inhoinogenei t ies, since in the case of strongly inhomogeneous

distribution of the sources in the small scales their net effect,

being averaged over large scales, is reduced to redefinition of

the parameters of individual sources with the uniform

distribution. More complicated redefinition of the parameters

makes it possible to use this approach even in the case of

inhomogeneous early Universe on the RD stage or of inhomogeneous

baryon distribution on this stage (Zeldovich,197S; Polnarev,

Khlopov. 1985). i

In the considered case of the uniform medium at the moment

of time t the momentum, p (, distribution of the particles of i Hi

l-ype, being i" the thermal equilibrium at the temper at HI e II r >,

is given by the distribution function f ̂  p (, I I t ) , I ) , and sucf>

disl i jbufion of inequilibiium p o l i c i e s of the i th type is given



by the distribution f ((p (.t), the number density of: all the

pai ( i d e s or the i-th type is determined by both equilibrium and

inequiIibiium particles, i.e. by the magnitude of

F , - ' , + *>i ( i )

dud i I. i 3 equal to

r>,(t) = / F ( P i ) d p r (2)

lhe source of inequilibrium particles is characterized by its

intensity. U / p ^ l . t ) , i.e. by the momentum, p {, distribution of

the number density of particles of the i-th type emitted during

the unit time at the moment t. Here t is the timescale of the

source. [f decays of metastable particles are the source of

inequilibrium particles, x has the moaning of their lifetime, m

the case of evaporating PBHs i is the time of evaporation.

In the analogy with the case of photons in the expanding

universe (see.c.f. Zeldovich and Novikov, 1975) one can deduce

the system of kinetic equations for distribution functions

F . ( P . ' t l

2HF - I

Here Hit) is the Hubble constant in the moment t, and the

collision terms I* and l" determine the income and outflow of

particles oF the i-th type in the spherical layer of the radius

p( in the momentum space with the width ip due to their

interaction with the other particles. The structure of collision

terms has the form

1 C P , >

...I A,

t.

(4)

fJl F

= F

where dots stay foe omitted terms, corresponding to n-particle

collisions wi Hi (1 S 5, the occupation factor A - X ± F (p )/4»ip

.iccouncs for the effects of quantum statistics (the sign "+" for

borons corresponds ro induced absorption and the sign "*" for

f e 1 in i 011s I1..*!- as into .account the Pau 1 i exclusion principle) and

the bidciel.s . , mean toe 4/ei jge over the final states with

the account for their occupation factors 1

s, = n I<?P!<* t/<*> f>}

The system of equations (3) together with the system of F R

w cosmoLogical equations may be viewed as the most genera!

framework for analysis of inequilibrium processes in the

homogeneous and isotropic Universe. To analyze the influence of

the sources of inequilibrium particles on the light element

abundances it is useful to go from Eqs.(3)-(5) to more simplified

description, taking into account (he difference in the effects of

equilibrium and inequilibrium components and sufficiently rapid

(as compared with the expansion rate) formation of the spectrum

of inequilibrium particles. If Ht| << l, where r( is the timescale

of the i-th process of interaction (or decay) of pat t i d e s , one

can neglect in the left hand side of the Eq.(3) the effects of

expansion and of the red shift, being proportional to H. In the

opposite case HTf >> 1 the effects of particle interactions are

insignificant, and one can neglect the contribution of collision

terms into the right hand side of the Eq.(.3). lo analyze the

effects of inequilibrium fluxes on the light element abundances

one can not account for the presence of low energy (E (l-LO)MeV)

inequilibrium charged particles, photons and neutrinos. We"ll

also neglect the effects of occupation numbers, putting A = 1.

The two different cases of inequilibrium particle sources in

the Universe are of interest. The data on the thermal background

spectrum from CO8E satellite puts restrictions on the possible

electromagnetic energy release fie in the Universe after

tf <* 103/«B. Namely at t > tf Se •; O.Ole^, where c^ is the energy

density of the radiation. So the sources of inequilibrium

hadrons, charged particles and photons can not dominate in the

Universe at t .- t and the existence of such sources in the

Universe at t . t does not influence the cosmologies I expansion

rate.

At t < t the plasma density is sufficiently high to transform

the energy of inequilibrium particles into the energy of the

equilibrium ones and to reestablish the Plank form of the

spectrum of the relic radiation. The value of 6c may exceed c in



this case, so that the expansion law may change when

inequiIibrium particles appear in the Universe. This possibility

leads to complete change in the picture of the standard big bang

nucleosynthesis, since ir> the presence of strong sources of

jnequi1ibrium particles both ihe Iiieimodynamic conditions of

in.icLe.at ie-iCtions between the equilibrium particles and the

H u e tics of taactions, induced by i nequilibi ium pai tides, ate

influenced. We have discussed this possibility in _4.3, when the

short dust like stages of massive particle dominance after the Is

of expansion were considered.

3. Inequi1ib<ium nucleosynthesis. Weak sources.

Ihe source of inequiLibtium particles is weak, when the

energy density of inequil ibr ium particles is small as compared

with the energy density of the thermal background. We can

formulate this condition as

For it => t for all t . In the presence of weak sources the

equilibrium conditions after theimaliiation of inequil ibi turn

particles do not change significantly. So one may assume l:he

expansion law a(.tj <* t and study effects of inequi 1 ibr ium

pai tides on Hie background of the processes with equilibrium

pai tides, considered by the standard big bang nucleosynthesis.

At Ht 1 the system of equations (3)-(.5) is reduced to the

system of kinetic equations for the processes with inequilibrium

particles, taking place in the stationary thermodynamically

equilibrium conditions. One obtains for the distribution function

fp of inequil ibr ium particles of the i - th type the equation
l

£
+ Ojp^t.t) (7)

In l.he case of equilibrium particles one may use the number

density of particles n^T) at the temperature r instead of their

distribution function f . One fias

twn

wheie l(t) is determined by the Law of expansion. So one gets for

equilibrium particles the equation

, C1"

Here I" is the total probability of decay of unstable particles

of the i-th type, T is the relative probability of production of

particles of the i-th type in the decays of the particles of the

type j, and the term 6n((r) - /^"'"^(.p^op Recounts for rapid

deceleration of nonrelativistic charged particles in the cosmic

plasma and for the energy thresholds of reactions.

Consider now in more details the succession of the

processes, induced in the Universe by a weak source of

inequilibrium particles. In general, \>v pairs, photons, 1*1"

pairs, qq pairs and gluons Arc the primary products of such a

source. More massive fundamental particles, c.f. W,Z-bozons, may

be produced by a syperhight energy particle source. Decays of

unstable particles and q,q and 9 f1agmentation into hadtons

result in the formation of fluxes of inequilibrium ivy, f,e*e",NN

(and, possibly, * , M ), interacting with the equilibrium

particles. The interaction of these fluxes with nuclei, formed in

the big bang nucleosynthesis results in the fluxes of

inequilibrium nuclei. Deceleration of the latter in the

cosmological plasma is accompanied by their reactions with the

equilibrium nuclei. So, the inequilibrium particles may be direct

products of the source as well as the result of the interaction

of some other inequilibrium particles with the plasma and

radiation.

For detailed anatys'.s Ihe most significant particles and

processes with them are to be distinguished. Stable particles

( 1, vi>,e*e~,pp) do belong to such kind of particles. As concerns

metastable particles with the lifetime t^p^), they should be

taken into account, provided that tn u,.v-lt (p ) I, where
1/2

t: ( p ) = t ( 0 ) ( p f-nr ) / m a n d t ( 0 ) i s t h e l i f e t i m e o f a p a r t i c l e

of the type i at rest. So it mesons with t (,0J 10 s and



a a to" cm are significant at Q h -J X T(E_/m It I, whei e

° - PB/P • n
R 0 ' H/50k»/«npo, f = 'c/^^ are the modern bar yon

density, Habble constant and the temperature of the thermal

electromagnetic background, respectively, and t̂  is the

cosmologies 1 time in seconds, rhe above estimation shows, that

pions with the energy E - 100 Gev decay before their interaction

with nucteons and nuclei at. t • 10 s.

It follows from the definition (6) of the weak source, that

all Hie types i of inequilibrium particles should satisfy the

condi t i an

Restricting ourselves by the case w

condition (4.78), that

n1" : /i»i *T/lMeVn =* l/t"'n
1 J r r 1 1

kT, one obtains from the

where t is in seconds. It means, that at t • • Is the number density

of -energetic inequiIibrium photons n is much smaller, than the

one of equilibrium photons. So in each case, when the process can

go due t.o thermal photons, the contribution into this process

from inequi1ibrium photons can be neglected. On the other hand,

the condition (9) makes possible the cases

/? dp n

after t arid IV In these
M (M >

inequi)ibrium electrons (positrons) and rtucleons (antinucleons)

play the dominant role in the development of, respectively,

elee11omagnetic and nucleon cascades -

To formulate the general problem of a weak source of

i nequi 1 ibr iuin particles we present, the structure of the set of

Eqs.(7 ) in an explicit way

a»yat V n ± -» y>±
n • » •

P

" t n r * e •t e * - t - rr | -» e > +

*• Q

3f( /3t = • (n tn +» ) •»
NN ii ' ' li

t Q (p , I, t)

V -.n +n>f>
i " * m <>

rd ' caul

T, N* NN
)n -• r,3He-

T,3H-

d > "

n fn + p

(10)

Here brackets <•*•> stand for respective collision term, f and n

denote the distribution function of inequilibrium particles of

the type i and the number density of equilibrium particles of the

type j, respectively, <:• stands for Coulomb deceleration in

plasma, ^(n^) is the distribution function (number density) of

inequilibrium (equilibrium) He nuclei. Due to strong Coulomb

deceleration in plasma in the first approximation one can neglect

inequilibrium fluxes of nuclei with the charge I • 2, and consider

the changes of their concentrations under the condition, that

these nuclei are in the thermal equilibrium with plasma. v(v)

induced reactions and the evolution of neutrino cascade play no

essential role in inequiIibriunr nucleosynthesis after t • 10 s

and will be neglect.

The full set of equations (10) is rather complicated and it

was not studied in details so far even under the simplified

assumptions mentioned above. The two existing approaches,

treating some particle properties of inequilibrium

nucleosynthesis may be shown to follow from the general set of

equations (10). In the first approach Dimopolos et al (1987) have

taken into account the electromagnetic shower from hypothetical

source of inequilibrium particles and assumed neutrons from He

photodistruction as the only source of inequilibrium

nucleosynthesis i<> hadronic showers.



development of electromagnetic shower. The pair production

induces a sharp upper cut off to the inequil ibr iuni photon

spectrum, given by

E. * Ml
z/2bl /n( f /5 IO'1°) i n )

whei e fg - "g/fiy is the baryon to photon number density ratio and

mf is the mass of electron. Dimopoulos et al (1987) have

expressed the inequi1ibrium photon spectrum in the terms of the

energy distribution function (;(£), defined as the photon number-

density in the unit energy interval per two body decay with

energetic 1 emission of a hypothetical superheavy particle X with

the mass M . They obtained

5 ( L) - MI/
2E^'Zmm^

3/i E '• E-

0 E • E (12)

where E is given by Eq.(ll)

Dimopoulos et al ( 1987a,b) have also reduced the set of

equations (10) to the set of equations for reaction rates,

accounting for inequi1ibiium fluxes (DimopouLos et al,1987a), and

found a simple analytic treatment, being in good agreement with

(he riuiner i ca I solutions of this set of equations and giving an

interesting possibility of light element production.

I he analytical treatment (Dimopoulos et at,1967b) was based

on the calculated numerically (Dimopoulos et al,t987a) quantities

5t, being defined as the number of i-type nuclei per baryonic X

decay and determined by the chain of nuclear reaction induced by

N(N) from x decay. It was assumed, that 4He abundance decreases

doniinantly due to bar yodestruction and the contribution of

photodestruction is negligible. The variation with time of the

relative concentration of 4He f

density of photons is given by
= n /n where nv is the number

I he equations for D.'Vte.'Li and I. i abundances are derived

under the assumption, that the dominant production occurs inside

the hadronic shovers and involves the relevant 5, and the

dominant destruction is by photodissociation. These equations

have the form:

*- •-• " ° r _ e x p i - i . u > _ > ; , - ",
Q .

. «(I)
CL4)

0 is the photodissociation threshold. is the numberwhere

density and a is the photodissociation cross section of the

nuclear species i and EB>I(t) is given by Eq.(ll) with account

for the standard big bang time-temperature dependence on the RD

stage (I <* t"1 Z ) . The nonthermal photon spectrum f ( E) is given by

its fixed point value, i.e. by the solution of the equation

a

at

* < <:r* (15)

f/E) =

One obtains

E) f° r (16)

Assuming, that equations (.14) reach their fixed points

(df /3t = 0) Dimopoulos et al (1987b) have obtained for 0, He, Li

and Li abundances the values

(17)

where a (E)/o (E) was taken to be equal tol/50, and tfl is the

freeze-out time, when both photodissociation and baryoproduction

stop. lhe condition £„„,(.£„) Q, a n d t h o constraint on He

photodissociation lead to rather narrow interval of t% " (4+8)•10 s

when the fixed point values (17) are valid, giving

0: 3He:*Li:TLi " 1: 1 : to"*: io"6, (18)

determined predominantly by the ratio of ?,. The absolute values

of these abundances correspond to the observed ones, if

(13)

where fx =
 n,/"y i s t h e frozen relative concentration of super heavy

p.si tides x, ^ ; r̂  is tfte late of x decay, r* is the effective

blanching idtio of x to final states containing baryons and 5 is

negative.

Assuming significant depletion of *Li Dimopoulos et al

(1987b) show the principal possibility of interpretation of the

observed light element in the terms of keV-era nucleosynthesis.

Such an approach removes the strong dependence of predicted

10 11



abundances to the number of neutrino species or to the baryon to

photon ratio but involves the hypothetical particle X with very

definite properties. The allowed intervals for the Lifetime x

and 11 /t is very lurrou and they may vanish after mote detailed

information on the nuclear processes involved will be available.

Such a sharp dependence of the result on the properties of the

hypothetical source is related to the reduction of possible

inequilibi ium processes to the n-reactions. 1 he uppei limit on

(•he lifetime of the hypothetical particle is determined by the

condition, that the timescale of n-induced reactions does not

exceed the lifetime of neutron. The general set of equations (10)

shows, however, that the reactions of "direct" D, 3He, r

production are also possible, and D, He, Li production in

inequilibrium nuclear cascades may be the source of light

elements, even at r :•> 10* s. Some simplified treatment of this

phenomenon is given by Leva tan et al (1988). In this work the

system (10) was subjected to the following simplifications: (a)

electromagnetic shower is neglected, (b) free neutrons are not

taken into consideration, (c) foi energetic p(p) the collisions

with thermal H and He nuclei are taken into account only:

elastic collisions contribute into hadronic shower, and

nonelasi.ic one's give rise to He and D production. Levitan et al

J I^sai have analyzed in Monte Carlo simulations D and 3He

production inside Hudson cascades, induced by energetic N and N

from the hypotheoretica1 sources of NN pairs. There are several

factors, leading to enhancement of D and 4He prediction in such

cascades as compared to p He mechanism. Due to suppression of NN

annihilation cross section at relativistic energies the main

mechanism of D( He) production by p ate inelastic inclusive

processes

p t 4He •* p + D(3He,H + anything

and the dominant mechanism of p energy loss is related to

inelastic scattering on nuclei (on H-nuclei, i.e. protons)

p t H - » p * - p + anything.

So i e l a t i v f s H c an t ip ro f .o t r be fo i e i t i s slowed down to

nonr e I ah-ivi gt ic e n e r g i e s can p a r t i c i p a t e more, than one

. - n l l i s i n n s , g i v i n g r i s e to 0 . He and I p r o d u c t i o n . "The next

12

Factor ia related to recoil protons, acquiring after pp(*He)

interaction the energy, exceeding the threshold of p induced 3He

destruction. The latter is also the source of D, He,I production.

Ihe last, but not least, factor is related to interactions of

piiindiy piotoirs, pioduced by the source in the pairs wilh

antinucleons. Such protons as well as the secondary protons,

produced in the nucleon cascade, can also give rise t.o D,l and

He production. Ihe quantitative estimation of relative

significance of all these factors is given by the results of

numerical calculations by Levitan et al (1988). One finds, that

in the case of p induced 0(3He) production the dominant

contribution is given by p, at highest energy. The second maximum

at low energies is due to p annihilation at rest. The minimum of

D( He) production at low kinetic energies E 0,IGev of slowed down

p with initial energy E o > E are due to strong Coulomb deceleration

of nonrelativistic charged particles in the cosmic plasma. The

effective cross section of Coulomb -scattering a <t v~\ where v i3

tho velocity of a charged particle. So, the probability for

charged particle (p or p) to destruct He before the particle is

slowed down to the thermal energies by Coulomb interaction with

plasma is strongly suppressed.

Levitan et al (1988) have found simple analytical formulae,

providing good approximation to their numerical results.

Consider, for example, the probability S D of D formation in

arrtiproton interactions. The rate of antiproton slowing down

exceeds significantly the rate of the change in the parameters of

the medium or the rate of the source evolution. So the

probability distribution 9(£,E0) for antiproton with the initial

energy £ Q to have an energy E is stationary and it is defined

f.om the equality of the rate of slowing of antiprotons with the

energies E > E down to the energy E and of the further slowing of

antiproton with the energy E down to lower energies

One can use at high energies the approximation
t inn lat
( t) - const, cr a



'- 2/3 o^/

giving rp <* E . Since
p

D Q p

where t =* ( n ° "> is the timescale of cascade development, one
pH

finds S* < EJ'3.

4 Conclusions.

I he examples, given by Dimopoulos et al (1987), l.evitan et

al (1988) whatever simplified exhibit the direct relationship

between the data on particle interactions with nuclei, measured

in experimental nuclear- physics, and the light element

abundances, measured in astronomical data.Anyhow it illustrates

the possibilities of nuclear cosmoarcheology, relating the light

element abundances to the relic "footprints" of hypothetical

physics in the early Universe. Inequilibrium cosmological

i rueleosynMiesis establishes new type of relationship between the

cosmological and nuclear datd, ] he results of the standard big

bang nucleosynthesis are dominantLy determined by the

t.lier iiiodynaiiiic conditions, so that a slight change in

t hei inodyodirtic parameters compensate any drastic error in nuclear

reaction rates. I he results of inequilibriuni cosmological

nucleosynthesis are directly determined by particular properties

of nuclear reactions, of their total and differential cross

sections. It turns out, that sometimes the respective nuclear

data ate absent. Experimental nuclear cosmoarcheology formulates

the experimental tasks to Fill the gap.

whatever effective is inequi1ibrium cosmological

nucleosynthesis in its reproduction of the observed light element

•ibund.*iices, the set of its equations makes the data on those

abundances more sensitive to the presence in the Universe of

hypothetical weak sources of inequi1ibrium particles. We need

detailed self consistent treatment of all the channels of light

element production in all the nontherma! particle cascades.

I A

indijced by their hypothetical source, to prove th is source

responsible for the observed abundances as an al ternat ive

mechanism of cosmological nucleosynthesis. Such a treatinanl

shows, what the parameters of hypotheti ca 1 sources should be.

However we can use only one pai t i tu lar trace of the souice to

f ind, what the parameters of this source should riot be, i .e . to

excLude their values, corresponding to overproduction of some

element s. I tie veiy existence of ant inucleons in the Universe

after big bang nucleosynthesis is a piofound sign^l.uie of <J

source of nonthermal part ic les We tia/e seen above, that whatever

the source of antinucleons i s , their annihi lat ion in the Universe

on the RD stage is severely restr icted by the observed 0 and/or

He abundances. Onty the veiy presence of p in the Universe and

i t s annihi lat ion with He was suf f ic ient for the rest r ic t ions on

the p sources. However, the sources of NN pairs on the RD stage,

such as gravit ino decays or P6H evaporation, produce high-energy

NN pair , inducing nuclear cascades. Putting together the

respective experimental and astronomical data one can make rather

def in i te conclusions on the possib i l i ty for the sources of

inequi I ibr-ium part ic les to exist in the early Universe, thus

providing complex indirect test of the underlying syperhight

energy physics, in achievable by direct laboratory means.
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